We conjecture and prove closed-form index expressions for the cohomology dimensions of line bundles on del Pezzo and Hirzebruch surfaces. Further, for all compact toric surfaces we provide a simple algorithm which allows expression of any line bundle cohomology in terms of an index. These formulae follow from general theorems we prove for a wider class of surfaces. In particular, we construct a map that takes any effective line bundle to a nef line bundle while preserving the zeroth cohomology dimension. For complex surfaces, these results explain the appearance of piecewise polynomial equations for cohomology and they are a first step towards understanding similar formulae recently obtained for Calabi-Yau three-folds.
Introduction
Cohomologies of line bundles are crucial for various types of string compactifications, for example in the context of heterotic and F-theory model building. Usually, these cohomologies are computed using algorithmic methods, based onČech cohomology, spectral sequences and related mathematical tools. These methods can be computationally intense and they provide little insight into the origin and structure of the results. This makes a bottom-up approach to string model building difficult whenever line bundles are involved. Clearly, string theory would profit from more direct and systematic access to line bundle cohomology and in this paper we report on some progress in this direction.
In Ref. [1] it was found that line bundle cohomology dimensions on (complete intersection) CalabiYau manifolds can be described by relatively simple formulae, which are piecewise polynomial. 5 More precisely, the Picard group of the manifold splits into a number of disjoint regions -which are frequently but not always cones -in each of which the cohomology dimensions are given by a cubic polynomial in the integers which label the line bundles. These results were obtained heuristically by looking at algorithmically computed cohomology data on a few complete intersection Calabi-Yau manifolds and smooth quotients thereof and by extracting analytic formulae from this data. The authors of Ref. [4] employed machine learning techniques to derive cohomology formulae for (hypersurfaces in) toric varieties. In a recent paper [5] , these results were extended to a larger class of complete intersection manifolds with Picard number 2. The pattern conjectured from these results is that line bundle cohomology dimensions on manifolds with complex dimension n are piecewise polynomial, with polynomials of degree (at most) n. All this points to a yet to be fully discovered mathematical structure underlying line bundle cohomology.
In simple cases, it is possible to prove these results by spectral sequence chasing but this becomes tedious for more complicated manifolds. It is fair to say that the origin of these formulae for Calabi-Yau three-folds is currently not well-understood and that there is no simple and systematic method for their derivation. In fact, Calabi-Yau three-folds are fairly complicated objects and may not provide the best setting to uncover the structure underlying line bundle cohomology.
In the present paper, we, therefore, explore these issues in the simpler setting of complex surfaces. A line bundle L → S over a complex surface S has three cohomology dimensions h q (S, L), where q = 0, 1, 2, but knowledge of one of these for all line bundles implies the other two via Serre duality and the index theorem. For this reason, we will focus our study on the zeroth cohomology dimension, h 0 (S, L). Following standard notation, the line bundle associated to a divisor D ⊂ S is denoted by O S (D) and frequently we introduce a basis D i of divisor (classes), so that D = i k i D i , with k i ∈ Z. Having fixed such a basis, we also occasionally write the corresponding line bundle as O S (k) := O S (D), where k = (k i ) is an integer vector.
As a first step, we proceed in much the same way as was done for Calabi-Yau three-folds. We produce cohomology data from algorithmic methods and extract analytic formulae for the zeroth cohomology dimension by "eyeballing". The examples we will be studying in this context are the Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces. The results turn out to be as expected and are analogous to the ones obtained for Calabi-Yau three-folds. The dimensions h 0 (S, O S (k)) are described by equations which are piecewise quadratic in the integers k i . This provides further evidence that piecewise polynomial formulae for line bundle cohomology dimensions are a general feature which is neither limited to the Calabi-Yau case nor to three complex dimensions.
However, for surfaces we are able to go further. For both Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces we are able to express the piecewise quadratic formulae in terms of basis-independent, intrinsic objects, specifically the generators of the effective and nef cones, the irreducible negative self-intersection divisors and the intersection form on S. This re-writing suggests a specific map D →D for effective divisors which we provide explicitly and which leaves the zeroth cohomology dimension unchanged, that is, h 0 (S, O S (D)) = h 0 (S, O S (D)). We further observe that for all Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces the line bundle O S (D) satisfies h q (S, O S (D)) = 0 for q = 1, 2. Combining these statements implies that the cohomology of O S (D) can be computed in terms of the index of the shifted divisorD as At this stage, the result (1.1) for Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces together with the map D →D is still empirical, that is, inferred from a finite set of cohomology data. Based on these empirical results, we write down a general form of the map D →D which applies to all smooth compact complex projective surfaces and we prove that it preserves the zeroth cohomology dimensions, that is, h 0 (S, O S (D)) = h 0 (S, O S (D)). Moreover, it follows that iterating the map D →D leads, after a finite number of steps, to a divisorD in the nef cone. Provided there is a vanishing theorem which asserts that h q (S, O S (D)) = 0 for q = 1, 2, it follows that
For such cases, which we show include Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces as well as all compact toric surfaces we have, therefore, a mathematical proof for the existence of index formulae for h 0 and a practical way of deriving them. These formulae are quasi-topological in nature: the quantity ind(O S (D)) is purely topological, while the map D →D depends in general on the complex structure. For Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces we prove that a single application of the map D →D already projects into the nef cone and that a suitable vanishing theorem is available in either case. This leads to a mathematical proof for the empirical formula (1.1).
We will presently provide a summary of our main results. Subsequently, the plan for the remainder of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we explain how cohomology formulae can be extracted from cohomology data, computed by algorithmic methods, focusing on Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces. In a first instance, we extract piecewise quadratic formulae from the data which are subsequently refined to index formulae. The reader less interested in this "empirical" aspect of the work can skip to Section 3 which contains our main mathematical statements. Section 4 illustrates these mathematical results in the context of simple examples. We conclude in Section 5.
The present paper has two companion papers. In Ref. [6] , we explore how techniques from machine learning can help to uncover the structure of line bundle cohomology. Ref. [7] is more mathematical in style and provides rigorous proofs for the various mathematical statements presented here.
Summary of results
We outline below the way in which the index formulae can be applied to specific surfaces. For a smooth compact complex projective surface S we first require knowledge of the effective (Mori) cone 6 , M(S). In practice this amounts to providing the set of Mori cone generatorsM(S) or the set of generatorŝ N (S) of the nef cone N (S), which is dual to the Mori cone. We also need to know the intersection
On the other hand, all divisors D ∈ M(S) have strictly positive zeroth cohomology dimension. For such effective divisors we define the map D →D bỹ
where the sum runs over the set I of all irreducible curves with negative self-intersection. The Heaviside function θ ensures that only curves C with D·C < 0 contribute to the sum and ceil is the ceiling function. Hence, to write down this map explicitly, we need to know the irreducible, negative self-intersection curves on the surface S -information that can be obtained for many cases of interest.
The key statement about the map (1.3) is that it leaves the zeroth cohomology dimension unchanged, that is, h 0 (S, O S (D)) = h 0 (S, O S (D)). Since the nef cone N (S) is the cone of divisors D which intersect all algebraic curves non-negatively, it is clear that repeated application of the map (1.3) eventually leads to a divisorD in the nef cone. If there is a vanishing theorem, typically Kodaira vanishing or one of its refinements, which asserts that h q (S, O S (D)) = 0 for q = 1, 2 then the zeroth cohomology can be written as an index, using Eq. (1.2). It turns out that this is the case for many surfaces of interest, including Hirzebruch surfaces, del Pezzo surfaces, and compact toric surfaces, and, hence, index formulae for the zeroth cohomology dimensions exist for all these cases. The relevant vanishing theorems will be reviewed in the main text.
Let us first summarise how this general result applies to Hirzebruch surfaces F n . The Picard lattice of all Hirzebruch surfaces is two-dimensional and we can introduce a basis (D 1 , D 2 ) of divisor classes, such that the intersection form is defined by D 2 1 = −n, D 1 · D 2 = 1 and D 2 2 = 0 (see Appendix A for details). Then, the Mori cone is generated by D 1 and D 2 . This means effective divisors are of the form D = k 1 D 1 + k 2 D 2 with non-negative k i and all other divisors with at least one k i negative have vanishing zeroth cohomology. The unique irreducible class with negative self-intersection is C = D 1 . Inserting all this into the map (1.3) shows thatD is already in the nef cone. Theorem 3.3 guarantees the necessary vanishing, so that Eq. (1.1) can be applied. Combining these results we obtain the index formula 4) for the zeroth cohomology dimension of effective divisors D on Hirzebruch surfaces. The explicit formula for the index of line bundles on Hirzebruch surfaces is provided in Eq. (2.7).
Let us now summarise the analogous results for del Pezzo surfaces. Del Pezzo surfaces (other than P 1 × P 1 which is trivial in our context) are blow-ups of the projective plane P 2 in n generic points, where n = 0, 1, . . . , 8, and they are denoted by dP n . The rank of their Picard lattice is n + 1 and a standard basis of divisor classes consists of the hyperplane class l of P 2 and the classes e i of the exceptional divisors associated to the blow-ups, where i = 1, . . . , n. The intersection form is fixed by the relation l 2 = 1, l · e i = 0 and e i · e j = −δ ij . The list of generators of the Mori and nef cones is too long, at least for the larger values of n, to be listed here but has been explicitly provided in Appendix B.
The irreducible negative self-intersection classes C are precisely the Mori cone generators, which have self-intersection C 2 = −1. It can be shown that a single application of the map (1.3) projects into the nef cone and Corollary 3.4 provides the appropriate vanishing statement so that Eq. (1.1) holds. This leads to the index formula 5) for the zeroth cohomology dimension of effective divisors D on del Pezzo surfaces, whereM =M(dP n ) are the generators of the Mori cone.
From data to index formulae
The mathematical results presented in this paper have been motivated following a somewhat unorthodox method which might be described as experimental algebraic geometry. The starting point is line bundle cohomology data on various surfaces, produced by algorithmic methods. From this data, we first read off simple piecewise quadratic formulae for cohomology dimensions. These formulae are then put through a process of gradual refinement until they are expressed in terms of intrinsic geometric objects of the underlying surface. In this form, the equations are very suggestive and lead to conjectures for line bundle cohomology on smooth compact complex projective surfaces which we state and prove in the next section. The main purpose of the present section is to describe this "experimental" approach, focusing on our two main classes of examples, the Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces. This may be of interest to anyone wishing to pursue a similar procedure, for example for a different class of manifolds. The reader mainly interested in the general mathematical results for surfaces can safely skip this section and move on to Section 3.
Outline of approach
We have already mentioned Refs. [1, 5] , where piecewise cubic formulae for line bundle cohomology dimensions on certain Calabi-Yau three-folds have been obtained, starting with cohomology data computed by algorithmic methods. These results suggest that line bundle cohomology dimensions on surfaces, S, can be described by formulae which are piecewise quadratic in the integers k i which label the line bundles. This expectation, which we will confirm for our examples, as well as for larger classes of surfaces, is the starting point of our discussion. We will then gradually refine the piecewise quadratic equations in k i and attempt to re-write them in terms of intrinsic geometric objects, in our quest to uncover the mathematical origin of these equations.
Let us first recall that line bundles L = O S (D) → S on surfaces have three cohomology dimensions, h q (S, L), where q = 0, 1, 2. However, Serre duality and the index theorem provide two relations
between those three quantities. Here, K S is the canonical bundle 7 of the surface S and the index, ind(S, L), of the line bundle can be easily computed from the Riemann-Roch formula as
where χ(S) is the Euler characteristic. Written in terms of the line bundle integers k i the index is a quadratic polynomial. The upshot of this discussion is that knowledge of all zeroth cohomology dimensions h 0 (S, L) for all line bundles L determines all other cohomology dimensions. Moreover, piecewise quadratic formulae for h 0 directly translate into piecewise quadratic formulae for h 1 and h 2 via the above relations. For this reason, we will focus on the zeroth cohomology dimension in the following.
The basic steps of our approach are as follows.
• For the complex surface S, we generate cohomology data, (k, h 0 (S, O S (k))), for a range of integer vectors k, typically taken from a box with |k i | ≤ k max , computed using suitable algorithmic methods.
• From this data, we extract conjectures for piecewise quadratic formulae for h 0 (S, O S (k)) as a function of k. Typically this is done by first identifying the regions in the Picard lattice for which the behaviour is quadratic. The experience from Calabi-Yau three folds suggests that these regions are frequently -but not always -cones. For each such region, we then fit a quadratic polynomial in k to the data. In a companion paper [6] we explain how this process can be facilitated by methods from machine learning.
• Next, we attempt to re-write the piecewise quadratic formulae in k i in a basis-independent way, using intrinsic geometric objects of the underlying surface. For the surfaces we treat, one finds that the relevant objects are the effective (Mori) cone M(S) and its list of generatorsM(S), the nef cone N (S) and its list of generatorsN (S), the irreducible negative self-intersection curves and the intersection form (
• Finally, we would like to bring the formula into a compact, manageable form. This is particularly relevant for surfaces with high Picard number, where the number of regions in the Picard lattice and, hence, the number of case distinctions required can be large. It turns out that such a compact form can indeed be found using the formula for the index. In this final form, our empirical results are quite suggestive and point to more general mathematical statements which we formulate and prove in Section 3.
The above programme will be carried out for two main classes of surfaces, the Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces, and we now briefly review their basic properties.
Basic properties of Hirzebruch surfaces
The Hirzebruch surfaces F n are indexed by a non-negative integer n. They correspond to different fibrations of a P 1 fibre over a P 1 base, with n characterising the twisting. Their non-zero Hodge numbers are h 0,0 (F n ) = h 2,2 (F n ) = 1 and h 1,1 (F n ) = 2 and, hence, the Picard number is two for any n. The Picard lattice is spanned by the classes of the two projective lines that form the fibre bundle. There exist toric and complete intersection representations of the Hirzebruch surfaces, and details of these have been relegated to Appendix A. Here, we focus on a few basic properties, relevant to our discussion, which can, for example, be deduced from the toric description. We write D 1 for the divisor 8 corresponding to the P 1 base of the fibre bundle, and D 2 for the divisor corresponding to the P 1 fibre. Then, the intersection form of F n is determined by
Divisors on F n can be written as linear combinations
The two divisors D 1 and D 2 also correspond to the generators of the Mori cone M(F n ), that is,
This means effective divisors are of the form
. In addition, from the above intersection form, the dual nef cone has generatorŝ
The anti-canonical divisor −K Fn of the Hirzebruch surface F n is given by
Inserting into the Riemann-Roch formula (2.2) an arbitrary divisor D = k 1 D 1 + k 2 D 2 , the above expression for the anti-canonical divisor and the result ind(F n , O Fn ) = 1 (which follows from the second equation (2.2) with K 2 Fn = 8 and χ(F n ) = 4) gives
There are several algorithmic methods to compute line bundle cohomology on Hirzebruch surfaces.
• Using the toric realisation of the Hirzebruch surfaces (see Appendix A), the dimension of the zeroth cohomology, which is all we require for our discussion, can be computed from the weight system.
• Hirzebruch surfaces can also be constructed as complete intersections in products of projective spaces (see Appendix A) and the techniques described in Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , based on the Bott-BorelWeil formalism and spectral sequences, can be applied.
• Finally, again using the toric realisation, we can use the methods to calculate line bundle cohomology on toric spaces developed in Refs. [14] [15] [16] .
Basic properties of del Pezzo surfaces
A del Pezzo surface is isomorphic to either P 1 × P 1 or to a blow-up of the complex projective plane P 2 in n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 8} generic points. The cases of P 1 × P 1 and P 2 are trivial for our purposes since the result directly follows from Bott's formula for line bundle cohomology on projective spaces. For this reason we focus on del Pezzo surfaces which correspond to a blow-up of P 2 in n ∈ {1, . . . , 8} generic points, and we denote these surfaces by dP n .
Del Pezzo surfaces dP n can be realised as complete intersections in products of projective spaces and, for n = 1, 2, 3, as toric spaces. Details of this are provided in Appendix B. Here, we merely collect the information essential to our discussion.
The non-zero Hodge numbers of del Pezzo surfaces are h 0,0 (dP n ) = h 2,2 (dP n ) = 1 and h 1,1 (dP n ) = n + 1, so the rank of the Picard lattice is n + 1. A basis for the Picard lattice is given by (l, e 1 , . . . , e n ), where l is the hyperplane class of P 2 and e i , where i = 1, . . . , n, are the exceptional classes, related to the blow-ups. Relative to this basis, the intersection form is defined by the relations
A general divisor is written as
(2.9)
. . , k n ) the intersection form can also be written as
The lists of Mori and nef cone generators are denoted byM =M(dP n ) andN =N (dP n ) respectively, and they are thought of as containing the actual divisors or their coordinates vectors relative to the basis (l, e 1 , . . . , e n ), depending on context. In the latter form, they are explicitly provided in Appendix B.
The anti-canonical class of dP n is given by
Inserting into the Riemann-Roch formula a general divisor (2.9), the above expression for the anticanonical class and the result ind(dP n , O dPn ) = 1 (which follows from the second Eq. (2.2) with K 2 dPn = 9 − n and χ(dP n ) = 3 + n) gives
As for Hirzebruch surfaces, there are several algorithmic methods available to calculate line bundle cohomology on del Pezzo surfaces.
• For the del Pezzo surfaces dP n , with n = 1, 2, 3 which have a toric realisation (see Appendix B), we can compute h 0 either from the toric weight system or via the methods for line bundle cohomology on toric spaces from Refs. [14] [15] [16] .
• All del Pezzo surfaces have a realisation as complete intersections in products of projective spaces (see Appendix B), so the methods of Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] can be applied.
• It was noticed in Appendix B of Ref. [17] that line bundle cohomology on del Pezzo surfaces can be computed by counting certain polynomials on P 2 and we use a computational implementation of this method.
There is one further result which relates line bundle cohomology of del Pezzo surfaces dP n for different n which will be helpful in the following. The cohomology dimension of a divisor D on dP n+1 with no component along the exceptional class e n+1 is the same as the cohomology dimension of D seen as a divisor on dP n , that is,
This can be shown, for example, by thinking about blowing-down one exceptional divisor or by using the relation between del Pezzo cohomology and polynomials on P 2 from Ref. [17] .
Warm up: line bundle cohomology on Hirzebruch surfaces
The complexity of our task clearly increases with the Picard number of the surface. Hirzebruch surfaces, which all have Picard number two, therefore provide a simple setting for an initial exploration. In particular, it is possible to plot cohomology data and identify the regions in the Picard lattice by "eyeballing". Once the regions are known, the quadratic polynomials can be fixed by a simple fit to a number of points in each region. This results in a piecewise quadratic formula which represents the first step on our path from data to general mathematical statements. Of course this piecewise quadratic formula should then be checked against all available cohomology data.
We recall that line bundles on Hirzebruch surfaces F n are labelled by a two-dimensional integer vector k = (k 1 , k 2 ), relative to the divisor basis introduced in Section 2.2. In Figure 1 we plot the zeroth cohomology dimension, h 0 (F n , O Fn (k)), as a function of (k 1 , k 2 ), for the first three Hirzebruch surfaces F 0 , F 1 and F 2 . For a better visualisation, we have joined the discrete data points into a surface. We
) as a function of (k 1 , k 2 ) for the Hirzebruch surfaces F 0 ,
For clarity, we have joined the discrete data points into a surface.
recall from Section 2.2 that the cone of effective divisors, that is, the region where h 0 (F n , O Fn (k)) > 0, is characterised by k 1 ≥ 0 and k 2 ≥ 0. This is consistent with the plots in Figure 1 which indicate a non-zero cohomology precisely in the positive quadrant. What is the structure in the positive quadrant? The obvious feature in the plots for F 1 and F 2 in Figure 1 is the presence of two regions which we expect require two different quadratic polynomials. In fact, it can be checked that this structure persists for all Hirzebruch surfaces with n ≥ 1 and that the two regions are separated by the hyperplane through the origin, described by the equation
(2.14)
Now that we have identified the regions we can attempt polynomial fits. The region k 2 ≥ nk 1 corresponds to the easy case. Here, the relevant polynomial for all Hirzebruch surfaces is simply the index, given in Eq. (2.7). The other region, where k 2 < nk 1 and which exists for all Hirzebruch surfaces with n ≥ 1, is more problematic. A polynomial fit to the data in this region succeeds for F 1 but it fails for F 2 and all higher Hirzebruch surfaces. The problem becomes apparent when we plot the cohomology data for F 3 , F 4 , and F 5 as we have done in Figure 2 . The cohomology values in the region k 2 < nk 1 show a mod n structure which can of course not be captured by a single quadratic polynomial. A similar structure has been observed in some of the examples studied in Ref. [4] . However, it is not too difficult to account for this mod n behaviour by including a ceiling function. This leads to the following
) on a region of the Picard lattice for the Hirzebruch surfaces
This function is lattice-valued; we have joined the lattice data points into a surface for clarity.
where
for the zeroth cohomology dimension on any Hirzebruch surface F n . The explicit expression for the index can be found in Eq. (2.7). This result lends further support to the conjecture that line bundle cohomology on complex surfaces is described by equations which are (basically) piecewise quadratic. However, the appearance of the ceiling function which accounts for the mod n behaviour is new and, as we will see, points to an important feature of the more general formula we are seeking.
This completes the first two parts of our programme. The remaining tasks are, firstly, to write Eq. (2.15) in a basis-independent way and, secondly, to find a compact form, in terms of natural geometric objects. The current example of the Hirzebruch surfaces is simple enough to carry out both steps at once. Consider first the boundary between Region 1 and Region 2. A quick glance at the intersection rules (2.3) shows that, for
Hence, these two regions can be characterised by saying that D needs to be in the effective cone, while, in addition, we require that D · D 1 ≥ 0 for Region 1 and D · D 1 < 0 for Region 2. Finally, Region 3 is characterised by saying that D is not in the effective cone. Since we can think of D 1 = C as the unique irreducible divisor with negative self-intersection, this provides a natural basis-independent formulation of the regions.
What about the polynomial expressions in those regions? In Region 1, the cohomology is already described by an intrinsic geometrical object, the index, but it is not immediately obvious how to proceed in Region 2. A useful observation is that the cohomology dimension in Region 2 does not depend on k 1 . This means that a projection exists: one can relate a cohomology result in Region 2 to one in Region 1 by a lattice projection along the negative k 1 direction. Since cohomology dimensions in Region 1 are described by the index we conclude that the same must be true for Region 2, however, the argument of the index is now a different, projected divisor. It turns out that the required lattice projection is
with C = D 1 . Note that the expression on the right-hand-side is written entirely in terms of natural geometric objects of the Hirzebruch surface. With this projection, we can re-write the cohomology Eq. (2.15) as
where C = D 1 is the unique irreducible divisor with negative self-intersection and θ is the Heaviside step function, defined by θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and θ(x) = 0 otherwise. The above result, albeit in a very suggestive mathematical form, is still a conjecture since it has been extracted from a finite amount of cohomology data. In fact, Hirzebruch surfaces are sufficiently simple so that a direct proof can be found, for example from the weight system of the associated toric diagrams. We will not pursue this explicitly since, as we will see, Eq. (2.17) will direct us towards the general mathematical results in Section 3, of which it will turn out to be a special case.
Regions and polynomials for del Pezzo surfaces
We would now like to repeat the process from data to a concise mathematical formula for the case of del Pezzo surfaces. This is of course considerably more complicated, given that Picard numbers reach up to nine. In fact, writing down piecewise polynomial formulae explicitly becomes impractical for higher Picard numbers as the number of regions and, hence, case distinctions required, increases considerably. This is of course one of the reasons we are seeking concise mathematical formulae for cohomology dimensions.
We will tackle the problem of finding concise formulae in the next two sub-sections, but presently we would like to explain how to extract piecewise polynomial formulae from data. In practice we begin with the lower del Pezzo surfaces, dP n , and gradually increase n. Eq. (2.13) tell us that the structure found for dP n is preserved as we move on to dP n+1 . This means that at each stage we have some partial information available from the del Pezzo surfaces with lower n. For example, when determining some hyperplane boundaries, we already know some entries in their normal vectors.
The first step is to find the region boundaries and regions. Once this has been accomplished it is easy to find the quadratic polynomial in each region by a simple fit to the data. For the cases dP 1 and dP 2 we can proceed as for the Hirzebruch surfaces, that is, by simply reading the boundaries off from a plot. Even for higher Picard numbers it is possible to proceed by "eyeballing" if we focus on two-dimensional slices in the Picard lattice and combine the information from various such slices. We recall that line bundles on dP n are labelled by an (n+1)-dimensional integer vector k = (k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k n ), with the associated divisor given in Eq. (2.9).
Let us illustrate the process of finding the region boundaries for the example dP 4 . The Picard number of this space is five, so a two-dimensional slice misses the behaviour of a boundary in the remaining three directions. We begin with slices in the (k 1 , k 2 ) plane, taken for various fixed choices of the remaining coefficients (k 0 , k 3 , k 4 ). In Figure 3 we have plotted four such two-dimensional slices through the Picard lattice of dP 4 which show several region boundaries. As an example, we focus on the diagonal boundary which separates the regions of zero and non-zero cohomology.
The dependence on k 1 and k 2 is immediately clear: this boundary must be of the form k 1 +k 2 +. . . = 0. To find the dependence on the remaining k i , we compare slices. Take as a starting point the slice with (k 0 , k 3 , k 4 ) = (8, −6, −4) (upper left plot). When we increase k 4 (upper right plot), the boundary advances by one unit and when k 3 decreases by one (lower left plot), the boundary recedes by one unit. Finally, when we instead increase k 0 (lower right plot), the boundary advances by two units. Hence the equation of this boundary is
As one would expect, four slices were sufficient to determine this boundary. The other boundaries visible in Fig. 3 can be determined in the same way. The polynomials can then be obtained by a fit to the data in each region. The formulae obtained in this way are of course still conjectures, extracted from a finite amount of cohomology data.
As already mentioned, the piecewise polynomial formulae for dP n become quite complicated for larger n and have too many case distinctions to be reproduced here. However, it is possible to discuss dP 2
) as a function of (k 1 , k 2 ) in the range k 1 , k 2 = −9, . . . , 4, for four sets of fixed values for (k 0 , k 3 , k 4 ). The lattice data points have been joined into surfaces for clarity.
in a concise way and we do this now for illustration. The Picard number of this surface is three and line bundles are labelled by a three-dimensional integer vector k = (k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ). Figure 4 is a plot of the regions that correspond to distinct polynomials. All region boundaries in this case are hyperplanes through the origin, so the regions themselves are cones with their bases at the origin. Evidently, there are five distinct non-zero regions as numbered in the diagram, and they are described by the following sets of inequalities.
Note that Region 1 is the nef cone and that the union of the five regions is the Mori cone. The polynomials that describe the zeroth cohomology dimension in each of these five regions are as follows. Figure 4 : Depiction of the Picard lattice of the del Pezzo surface dP 2 . We do not draw the lattice points to avoid clutter. The five numbered cones are regions where different non-zero polynomials describe the zeroth cohomology; together they make up the Mori cone.
in Region 1
in Region 3
The main features of this formula -regions which are cones with bases at the origin and cohomology dimensions described by a quadric in each region -persist for all del Pezzo surfaces. Writing down the analogous formulae for dP n with n > 2 becomes impractical as the number of regions increases very quickly with n. For this reason, we will now extract a more concise formula which works for all del Pezzo surfaces.
There is a more sophisticated way to extract regions and polynomials from data by using methods from machine learning. This will be discussed in detail in a companion paper [6] .
A compact formula for del Pezzo surfaces
The first step towards extracting a concise formula which works for all del Pezzo surfaces is to understand the structure of the hyperplanes which separate the regions. Each such hyperplane is determined by a normal vector v such that the boundary is described by the equation v, k = v T G k = 0, where G is the intersection matrix in Eq. (2.10). For dP 2 these normal vectors can be read off from the inequalitites in the first three columns of (2.19), while the last three columns correspond to the boundaries of the Mori cone. Repeating the exercise for dP 3 we find the following lists of normal vectors.
For dP 4 , the normal vectors have the same structure as for dP 3 but with the other obvious permutations included. The same is true for dP 5 , except, additionally, the new vector v = (2, −1, −1, −1, −1, −1) appears. The reader familiar with the properties of del Pezzo surfaces will immediately recognise the above divisors as the generators of the Mori cone or, equivalently, as the exceptional divisors with selfintersection −1. We conclude that the bounding hyperplanes for the various regions are described by the Mori cone generators and, it turns out, this holds for all dP n with n = 1, . . . , 8. We denote the set of Mori and nef cone generators for dP n byM andN , respectively, and their elements are explicitly listed in Appendix B.
Our next task is to find the quadratic polynomials that describe the cohomology in the various regions of the Picard lattice. To this end, it is instructive to look at the difference between two polynomials P andP in neighbouring regions, separated by a boundary hyperplane with normal vector v. By inspecting examples, it turns out that the change is always of the form
where q is a linear expression in the k i with integer coefficients. In fact these integer coefficients follow a pattern too. If the region with polynomial P is characterised by k, v ≥ 0 and the one with polynomial P by k, v < 0, where v ∈M, then we have
The above term on the right-hand side appears when we cross a boundary with normal vector v into a region with k, v < 0. It is therefore natural to start in the "simplest" region where k, v ≥ 0 for all v ∈M. This region is of course precisely the nef cone N (dP n ), the dual of the Mori cone, where the zeroth cohomology dimension is given by the index. Hence, for the divisor
we have the following formula
for the zeroth cohomology dimensions, where we recall that k, v = k T G v is the intersection form in our standard basis, as defined in Eq. (2.10). Further,M andN are the sets of Mori and nef cone generators which are explicitly provided in Appendix B.
As for the earlier formula (2.20) for dP 2 , this result has been extracted from data and is, hence, still at the level of a conjecture. However, we have validated Eq. (2.24) for all dP n by comparing with data in a box with |k i | ≤ k max 20.
It is easy to convert Eq. (2.24) into the basis-independent form
Even though this is already quite concise there is an even better way of writing this formula which suggests a natural origin of the additional terms in the above sum. We will now derive this alternative form.
An index formula for del Pezzo surfaces
Our guiding principle for a re-formulation of Eq. (2.25) is the hope that the entire right-hand side can be written as an index, similar to what we have found for Hirzebruch surfaces. In this context, a key observation is that each additional term 
where the first equality follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem (2.2). In the third step we have used the fact that C is an exceptional curve, that is a curve with genus g = 1 and self-intersection C 2 = −1, which implies that C · K dPn = 1. The last statement follows immediately from the adjunction formula
for the genus g of a curve C ⊂ S on a surface S. The above result shows that every term in the sum in Eq. (2.25) can be written as an index. Is this perhaps the case for the entire sum? A natural guess for how a single index might capture the entire expression in Eq. (2.25) is 
and, hence, that α 1 ≥ α 2 . An analogous calculation using 0 > D · C 2 leads to α 2 > α 1 which is a contradiction. Hence, D is not effective.
Therefore, two distinct exceptional divisors C, C ∈M D do indeed satisfy C · C = 0 and using this fact (together with C 2 = −1) on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.29) shows that Eq. (2.28) is indeed correct. This allows us to write our cohomology formula in its final form as
We recall thatM is the list of Mori cone generators for dP n , given in Appendix B. At this stage, the above formula is still a conjecture, since it is ultimately based on analysing cohomology data. Nevertheless it is quite remarkable in a number of ways. First of all, it allows for a practical computation of the zeroth cohomology dimensions even for the del Pezzo surfaces with larger Picard numbers. For a given divisor D it is easy to identify the Mori cone generators C with a negative intersection, D · C < 0, which enter the sum in Eq. (2.30). This is quite unlike the piecewise quadratic formulae, such as Eq. (2.20), considered earlier which become quickly unmanageable as the Picard number increases.
Secondly, it is surprising that the zeroth cohomology dimension of an effective divisor D can be written as the index,
This is in line with what we have found for Hirzebruch surfaces in Eq. (2.17) and evidence for a more general mathematical statement is now mounting. We will derive this general mathematical result in the next section and show that it implies the above index formula for del Pezzo surfaces as well as the earlier one for Hirzebruch surfaces.
Theorems for general surfaces
In the previous section, we have studied line bundle cohomology on Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces, starting from algorithmically computed data. After several steps of re-writing our empirical formulae we have arrived at a remarkable result. The dimension of the zeroth cohomology can be written as an index,
of a shifted divisorD. For Hirzebruch surfaces this shifted divisor 9 has been defined in Eq. (2.16) and the analogous result for del Pezzo surfaces is given in Eq. (2.32).
The main purpose of this section is to develop the mathematics underlying Eq. (3.1) in as much generality as possible and to find proofs for the Hirzebruch and del Pezzo index formulae. It turns out that the argument naturally proceeds in two steps. The first step, discussed in the following subsection, is to introduce a certain divisor shift which can be shown to leave the zeroth cohomology dimension unchanged. The second step is taken in Section (3.2) where we combine the divisor shift with certain vanishing theorems. As we will see, this will lead to index formulae for certain classes of surfaces, including Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces. For general mathematical background see, for example, Refs. [18, 19] .
Cohomology-preserving shifts
For both Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces we have seen that a certain divisor shift plays a crucial role in writing down an index formula. Moreover, the equations (2.16) and (2.32) for these shifts have a similar structure which suggests there exists a generalisation to all complex surfaces. The following theorem defines this general shift and asserts that it leaves the dimension of the zeroth cohomology unchanged.
Theorem 3.1. Let D be an effective divisor on a smooth compact complex projective surface S, with associated line bundle O S (D). Let I be the set of irreducible negative self-intersection divisors. Then the following map on the Picard lattice,
2)
preserves the zeroth cohomology,
While it can happen that there are infinitely many irreducible negative self-intersection divisors, only finitely many can have a negative intersection with a given divisor D. This means only finitely many terms appear in the sum in Eq. (3.2). Note that once the intersection form and the negative selfintersection divisors on S are known it is straightforward to evaluate Eq. (3.2) explicitly. We will sometimes refer to Eq. (3.2) as the "master formula" for cohomology.
A mathematical proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in an accompanying paper [7] and a proof sketch, by an alternative method, is provided in Appendix C. Here, we would like to provide an intuitive explanation. In the next two paragraphs, the term "divisor" will refer to an actual divisor, rather than to a divisor class as in the rest of the paper. First recall that in the context of the divisor line bundle correspondence the projectivisation of the zeroth cohomology H 0 (S, O S (D)) can be identified with the linear system, |D|, of the associated divisor. The linear system |D| of a divisor consists of all effective divisors equivalent to D and we can, loosely, think of it as the deformations of D. The dimension of the linear system and, hence, the dimension of the zeroth cohomology remains unchanged if we remove from D a piece without deformations, that is, a rigid piece.
How can a rigid piece in a divisor D be detected? A rigid divisor C has negative self-intersection, C 2 < 0. If such a rigid divisor C is contained in D it gives a negative contribution to the intersection number D · C. Of course this negative contribution might be overwhelmed by other positive ones but if it so happens that D · C < 0 we can conclude that D contains the rigid divisor C. This is the detection method for rigid divisors underlying Theorem 3.1, as the step function in Eq. (3.2) indicates. In fact, the value of the ceiling function in Eq. (3.2) gives the multiple of C contained in D. Eq. (3.2) removes the multiples of all rigid divisors in D which can be detected in this manner and, hence, the dimension of the zeroth cohomology remains unchanged.
It is important to note that iterating the map (3.2) is not necessarily trivial. The rigid pieces which can be detected in the divisorD, obtained after applying the map to D once, might well be different from the ones detected in D. Hence, we should apply the map (3.2) multiple times until the result stabilises. We denote the divisor which results from this process byD and this divisor has the following property. It is clear from Theorem 3.1 thatD has the same zeroth cohomology dimension as D but why isD a nef divisor? Recall that, by definition, a divisor D is nef if there are no irreducible, negative self-intersection divisors C with D · C < 0. By construction, the divisorD has precisely this property.
For the purpose of computing cohomology, Theorem 3.1 and its corollary can be helpful if the cohomology dimension of the new divisorD is easier to determine than that of D. This can happen if a suitable vanishing theorem applies to the nef divisorsD and this is what we will discuss in the next sub-section.
Combination with vanishing theorems
In the previous sub-section we have seen that the problem of computing the zeroth cohomology dimensions over the full Picard lattice reduces to computing these cohomologies in the nef cone. Frequently, there is a vanishing theorem which assert that higher cohomologies vanish for nef divisors D. In this case, the zeroth cohomology for such divisors can be computed from the index, that is, if
Hence, we have the following simple corollary. Which known vanishing theorems might be used to establish the required vanishing property in the nef cone? The prototypical example of a vanishing theorem for higher cohomologies is the Kodaira vanishing theorem and a particularly powerful generalisation of this theorem is the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem for surfaces). Let S be a smooth complex projective surface, and let D be a nef and big 10 divisor on S. Then
When a space is toric, there is the stronger Demazure vanishing theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Demazure vanishing theorem for surfaces). Let S be a toric surface whose fan has convex support, and let D be a nef divisor. Then
For which spaces do these theorems guarantee that higher cohomologies vanish in the nef cone? The Demazure vanishing theorem holds for the entire nef cone and applies to toric varieties whose fans have convex support. In fact, the fan has convex support for any compact toric surface -see for example Ref.
[20] -so we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Let S be a compact toric surface, and let D be an effective divisor. Then
where the divisorD is obtained from D by iterating the map (3.2).
Clearly, this covers a large and important set of surfaces, including all Hirzebruch surfaces, as well as their blow-ups, the del Pezzo surfaces dP n for n = 1, 2, 3, and their blow-ups and the toric surfaces that correspond to the 16 reflexive polytopes. What we have shown is that index formulae for the zeroth cohomology dimension exist for all these cases. Since all these toric surfaces frequently appear in compactification these results are of direct relevance for string theory.
The Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem applies to a very general class of surfaces S, but it guarantees vanishing in a region that is not precisely the nef cone. Specifically, it asserts vanishing of the higher cohomologies of a divisor D if D − K S is nef and big. It applies to divisors in the intersection of the nef and big cones, shifted by the anti-canonical divisor −K S . This is of partial use, since this region has some overlap with the nef cone and, hence, leads to index formulae for some but not all effective divisors. Sometimes this overlap covers almost all of the nef cone and this can be shown to happen for Hirzebruch surfaces. However, for surfaces with a nef and big anti-canonical bundle −K S the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem can be applied to all nef divisors D. To see this, first note that both D and −K S being nef immediately impies that D − K S is nef. To show that D − K S is big we consider its self-intersection
Since −K S is nef and D is effective, the first two terms on the right-hand-side are ≥ 0. Additionally since −K S is big, (−K S ) 2 > 0, so that (D − K S ) 2 > 0 and, hence, D − K S is big. This leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let S be a smooth compact complex projective surface with nef and big anti-canonical divisor, −K S , and let D be an effective divisor. Then
A quick glance at Eq. (2.11) shows that the anti-canonical divisor for dP n is nef and big. Hence Corollary 3.4 applies to all del Pezzo surfaces dP n , where n = 0, 1, . . . , 8, and guarantees the existence of an index formula.
We have now seen that index formulae exist for many types of surfaces. However, the divisor in the argument of the index is obtained by iterating the master formula (3.2) and is, hence, fairly complicated in general. In practice, this corresponds to an algorithm for computing the cohomology dimension rather than explicit formula. However, there are surfaces where a single application of the master formula (3.2) already maps into the nef cone. In such cases, we have a simple index formula for the cohomology dimension as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5. Let S be a smooth compact complex projective surface on which a vanishing theorem guarantees that higher cohomologies vanish in the nef cone. If additionally, for any effective divisor D the divisorD defined in Eq. (3.2) is in the nef cone, then we have
where I is the set of irreducible negative self-intersection divisors.
We have already established for both Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces dP n that higher cohomologies vanish in the nef cone. Now we show that the second condition in Corollary 3.5 is also satisfied, that is, the master formula (3.2) maps into the nef cone for both classes of surfaces. This is quite easy to see for Hirzebruch surfaces F n since there exists only one irreducible negative self-intersection divisor C = D 1 with C 2 = −n. The master formula removes as many copies of C from D as are detected by the intersection number D · C. So, even if D · C < 0 we havẽ
This means applying the master formula once more toD leaves the divisor unchanged. Hence, from Corollary 3.10, we have the following index formula for the Hirzebruch surfaces.
Corollary 3.6. Let D be any effective divisor on the Hirzebruch surface F n . Then
where C is the unique irreducible negative self-intersection divisor, for which C 2 = −n.
This proves the index formula for Hirzebruch surfaces, conjectured from cohomology data in Eq. (2.17).
For del Pezzo surfaces dP n we can also show that the map (3.2) stabilises after the first step and, hence, that the divisorD is in the nef cone. However, the proof is slightly more difficult than for Hirzebruch surfaces due to the presence of multiple irreducible divisors with negative self-intersection. We refer to the accompanying paper [7] for a proof and simply cite the following result.
Theorem 3.4. On a smooth compact complex projective surface containing no irreducible divisors with self-intersection < −1, the divisorD defined in Eq. (3.2) is nef for all effective divisors D.
It is a well-known statement that the irreducible negative self-intersections divisors C of dP n satisfy C 2 = −1, so the above theorem applies to del Pezzo surfaces. Together with Corollary 3.10 this leads to the following index formula for del Pezzo surfaces dP n .
Corollary 3.7. Let dP n be the del Pezzo surface constructed by blowing up n generic points of the complex projective plane P 2 , where n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 8}, and let D be any effective divisor. Then
13)
This proves the result we have conjectured in Eq. (2.30). Note that the ceiling function present in the master formula (3.2) disappears for del Pezzo surfaces since C 2 = −1 for all irreducible, negative self-intersection curves C.
Example applications
In Section 2 we have described the path from cohomology data to index formulae in some detail and in the previous section we have provided proofs for these index formulae. Here, we would like to take the mathematical results of the previous section for granted and illustrate how to derive cohomology formulae for specific surfaces from these general results. The examples we discuss are the Hirzebruch surface F 2 and the del Pezzo surface dP 2 .
The Hirzebruch surface F 2
Much of the relevant information for Hirzebruch surfaces has already been summarised in Section 2.2. However, all Hirzebruch surfaces F n are toric and therefore provide a good illustration for how to extract the relevant information from toric data. We will briefly discuss how to do this, based on the information provided in Appendix A. First recall the following basic facts from toric geometry. The Picard lattice of a toric surface is spanned by integer combinations of the toric divisors, which correspond to rays of the toric diagram. Equivalence relations between toric divisors follow from the weight system and choosing representatives for the equivalence classes leads to a basis for the Picard lattice. For F 2 we choose a basis (D 1 , D 2 ) of the Picard lattice as explained in Appendix A and in line with our conventions in Section 2.2. A general divisor is written as
, and the Mori cone, M(F 2 ), consists of all divisors with k 1 ≥ 0 and k 2 ≥ 0. The intersections between toric divisors are easily extracted: distinct toric divisors intersect if they correspond to neighbouring rays in the diagram, and self-intersections are determined by equivalence relations between toric divisors. From Appendix A, this leads to the F 2 intersection rules
in line with Eq. (2.3). From Eq. (2.5), the generators of the nef cone N (F 2 ) are given bŷ
It is straightforward to verify that the irreducible negative self-intersection divisors are precisely the toric divisors with negative self-intersection. For Hirzebruch surfaces there is precisely one such divisor, namely C = D 1 . This is all the information we need to evaluate the index formula (3.10).
We refer to the region of non-effective divisors as Region 3, so
Obviously, in this region we have h 0 (F 2 , O F 2 (k)) = 0. The Mori cone splits into precisely two regions, since there is only one irreducible negative self-intersection divisor. These two regions are given by
Region 1 is the nef cone. The master formula (3.2) in this region is simply the identity map and, hence, the zeroth cohomology dimension is given by the index. In Region 2, the master formula specialises tõ
and the zeroth cohomology of D is given by the index of this shifted divisorD. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , Eq. (4.6) corresponds to a shift from Region 2 into the nef cone (Region 1). Combining this information with the explicit expression (2.7) for the index then leads to the formula
(4.7) This formula is consistent with the earlier one, Eq. (2.15), which we have extracted from cohomology data.
The del Pezzo surface dP 2
On del Pezzo surfaces dP n , the Mori cone, irreducible negative self-intersection divisors, and the intersection form are well-known and we have collected these in Section 2.3 and in Appendix B. Let us recall what these look like for the case of dP 2 . The rank of the dP 2 Picard lattice is three and a basis of divisors is given by
where l is the hyperplane class of the underlying complex projective plane P 2 , and e 1 and e 2 are the exceptional classes of the two blow-ups. The intersection form is fixed by the relations
and is, hence, labelled by a three-dimensional integer vector k = (k 0 , k 1 , k 2 ). The Mori and nef cone generators arê
The irreducible negative self-intersection divisors are the exceptional curves which are precisely the Mori cone generators, C ∈M(dP 2 ). More explicitly, the Mori cone is characterised by the equations
and line bundles O dP 2 (k) outside this cone have vanishing zeroth cohomology.
As for Hirzebruch surfaces, the master formula (3.2) maps into the nef cone, without the need for iteration, and, from Corollary 3.7, the resulting index formula for effective divisors D is
The regions within the Mori cone are separated off from one another by hyperplanes which can be read off from the arguments of the three theta functions in Eq. (4.13). These hyperplanes are
In principle, these three hyperplanes define eight regions but only the following five intersect the Mori cone.
(
Inserting the C i into the master formula (3.2), we find the explicit expression for the divisor shifts from those five regions into the nef cone (Region 1).
Here, the second bracket lists the coordinate vectors of the shifted divisorsD relative to the basis (l, e 1 , e 2 ). The five regions together with the coordinate shifts are indicated in Fig. 6 . The number of terms required for each shift equals the number of hyperplanes which have to be crossed to reach the nef cone. Also note that the shifts map precisely to the boundaries of the nef cone. Inserting these divisor shifts into the expression (2.12) for the index finally gives the desired piecewise quadratic formula for the zeroth cohomology dimension.
(Region 1)
This is consistent with our earlier empirical result (2.20) which was extracted from cohomology data.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have analysed line bundle cohomology on complex surfaces, focusing on the examples of Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces. Starting from algorithmically computed cohomology data, we have shown how to conjecture piecewise quadratic formulae for the zeroth cohomology dimension on these manifolds. Through a process of gradual re-writing, we have brought these equations into a suggestive form where the cohomology dimension is expressed in terms of an index. Based on these examples, we have conjectured and proved [7] that a certain shift D →D of effective divisors, explicitly defined in Eq. (3.2), leaves the zeroth cohomology dimension unchanged,
). Repeated application of this shift ends up with a divisorD in the nef cone and provided a suitable vanishing theorem exists, the zeroth cohomology dimension can, remarkably, be written in terms of the index as
It turns out that a suitable vanishing theorem exists for many classes of surfaces, including Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces as well as compact toric surfaces. Moreover, for Hirzebruch and del Pezzo surfaces, the nef cone is already reached after a single shift, as given in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.32), and this explains the explicit index formulae for these manifolds.
Clearly, there are many further questions suggested by our results. In the context of complex surfaces it is desirable to better understand the interplay between the divisor shift and the required vanishing theorem. Specifically, can we identify further classes of surfaces for which index formulae can be derived in this way? The arguments in Appendix C show that more general shifts than Eq. (3.2) are possible. Could such modifications of the shift formula be relevant for other classes of surfaces? For surfaces, we know that higher cohomology dimensions can be expressed in terms of the zeroth cohomology, using Serre duality and the index theorem. But it is not clear if higher cohomologies can also be written in terms of a single index formula, similar to Eq. (3.10).
We have already noted the quasi-topological nature of the cohomology formulae: the quantity ind(O S (D)) is purely topological, while the map D →D depends in general on the complex structure. The complex structure dependence of the map D →D may greatly facilitate the study of jumping loci for cohomology (see Ref. [21] for a discussion of jumping loci in complex structure moduli stabilisation; in string model building jumping loci frequently enter the construction of Higgs fields).
Looking further ahead, what is the situation for three-folds or complex manifolds of even higher dimension? Complex surfaces are special in that curves and divisors have the same dimension, so the results of this paper cannot be straightforwardly extended to higher-dimensional cases. On the other hand, Refs. [1, 5] show that piecewise cubic formulae for line bundle cohomology dimensions can be written down for Calabi-Yau three-folds. This strongly suggests an underlying mathematical structure, although its nature and formulation is not known at present. These questions are currently under investigation.
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A Hirzebruch surfaces
The Hirzebruch surfaces are complex manifolds which correspond to the various ways of fibering P 1 over another P 1 base. They are denoted by F n and are indexed by an integer n ≥ 0 that corresponds to the number of times the fibre P 1 'twists' as one moves along the base 11 . The Hirzebruch surfaces with small n are isomorphic to other well-known spaces. Specifically, we have F 0 ∼ = P 1 × P 1 and F 1 ∼ = dP 1 where dP 1 is the del Pezzo surface obtained by blowing up P 2 at a single point. Hirzebruch surfaces can be constructed using toric geometry or complete intersections in products of projective spaces and we discuss these two possibilities in turn.
Toric representations
The toric diagram for F n together with its weight system is shown in Figure 7 . The weight system, that is, the set of charges of the toric coordinates z 1 , . . . , z 4 under the two toric scalings, follows from linear equivalences of the toric rays.
Weight system: The weight system implies the following divisor equivalences,
As a basis of the Picard lattice, we can choose the two divisors
. The anticanonical divisor −K Fn is simply the sum of all toric divisors, and so in this basis it is given by
The intersection form can also be read off from the toric diagram: distinct toric divisors intersect once if they correspond to neighbouring rays and do not intersect otherwise, and self-intersections follow from divisor equivalences. The leads to the intersections
The Mori cone is given by the non-negative linear combinations of the toric divisors and, hence, the Mori cone generators areM(F n ) = {D 1 , D 2 }. From this, the generators of the dual nef cone can be determined asN (F n ) = {D 2 , D 1 + nD 2 }.
Complete intersection representations
The Hirzebruch surfaces also have complete intersection representations. A complete intersection can be specified by a configuration matrix, where the entries in the first column are the projective spaces whose product forms the ambient space, and each further column specifies the multi-degree of one of the defining equations. The Hirzebruch surface F n can be represented as a hypersurface in P 1 × P 2 , defined by the zero locus of a polynomial with bi-degree (n, 1). Hence, the corresponding configuration matrix is
B Del Pezzo surfaces
Del Pezzo surfaces are defined to be smooth compact complex projective surfaces with ample anticanonical bundle; these are the two-dimensional Fano varieties. A del Pezzo surface is either isomorphic to the product of complex projective lines P 1 × P 1 or it is isomorphic to the blow-up of the complex projective plane P 2 at up to eight points in general position. Conversely, any blow-up of P 2 at eight points in general position is a del Pezzo surface. The condition that the points are in general position is equivalent to ampleness of the anti-canonical divisor class of the resulting space [22, Théorème 1].
The subset of the del Pezzo surfaces that are of primary interest in this paper are those constructed by blowing up the complex projective plane P 2 at n points in general position, where n = 0, . . . , 8. We denote these surfaces by dP n throughout 12 . Below we will collect relevant information about the surfaces dP n ; note that the analogous properties for P 1 × P 1 would be trivial. In particular, after recalling some basic methods to construct del Pezzo surfaces, we will list the generators of the Mori and nef cones, which we use in the main text.
Picard lattice and anti-canonical divisor
There is a natural choice for a basis of the dP n Picard lattice which consists of the hyperplane class l of the underlying projective plane P 2 and the exceptional divisor class e i , where i = 1, . . . , n, which correspond to the blow-ups. Relative to the basis l, e 1 , . . . , e n ), the intersection form is fixed by the relations
The anti-canonical divisor is given by
Toric representations
There are toric representations for a subset of the del Pezzo surfaces, namely for the spaces isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 and the spaces isomorphic to dP n , where n = 0, . . . , 3. In Figure 8 we recall the toric ray diagrams and the associated weight systems for the three non-trivial cases dP 1 , dP 2 , and dP 3 . The weight system, that is, the set of charges of the toric coordinates under the toric scalings, follows from linear equivalences of the toric rays. We also note the following relations between the toric divisors and the basis (l, e 1 , . . . , e n ).
12 Sometimes the del Pezzo surfaces are numbered by their degree. The degree d of a del Pezzo surface, which is defined to be the self-intersection number of the anti-canonical divisor class, is at least 1 and at most 9. For a del Pezzo surface isomorphic to the blow-up of P 2 at n points in general position, the degree is d = 9 − n. When the del Pezzo surface is isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 the degree is d = 8. : Toric diagrams and weight systems for dP 1 , dP 2 , and dP 3 , which are the blow-ups of the projective plane P 2 at respectively 1, 2, and 3 points in general position.
Complete intersection representations
Del Pezzo surfaces can also be represented as complete intersections in products of projective spaces. Below we list a set of possible configuration matrices, where the entries in the first column specify the projective spaces whose product forms the ambient space, and each other column specifies the multi-degree of one of the defining equations.
These representations are simple but they are not all favourable, that is, not every divisor class descends from one on the ambient space. This is easy to see since for example in the dP 8 case which has Picard number nine but only two divisors classes descend from the ambient space. It is possible to write down a favourable complete intersection representation in each case by sacrificing simplicity. In fact, the complete intersection 13
where the top right block is an n × n identity matrix, provides a favourable realisation of all del Pezzo surfaces dP n .
Mori and nef cone generators
Finally, we list the Mori and nef cone generators for dP n which are required in the main text. The generators of the Mori cone of dP n are the exceptional curves 14 , and the generators of the dual nef cone can be found by standard algorithms for dual cones. For compactness of notation we will write the generators as vectors with respect to the standard basis (l, e 1 , . . . , e n ), that is, we write a divisor D = k 0 l + k 1 e 1 + · · · + k n e n as a vector (k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k n ). Since the blow-ups are at general position, the classes e i are on equal footing, and so the generator lists are invariant under their exchange. We, therefore, only list the generators subject to the ordering k 1 ≥ k 2 ≥ · · · ≥ k n , keeping in mind that the other generators are obtained by permuting k 1 , . . . , k n . We also note that it is sufficient to list the generators for dP 8 . The generators for dP n with n < 8 can be obtained from the dP 8 ones by extracting the vectors with zero entries in the last 8 − n positions and then removing those entries. It turns out that the number of ordered generators for the Mori and nef cones for dP 8 is 7 and 50 respectively and, after including the permutations, these numbers increase to 240 and 19440, respectively. The list of dP 8 
C Proof of the main theorem
In this appendix we sketch an alternative proof for Theorem 3.1. A more rigorous proof, using a somewhat different method based on linear systems of divisors, can be found in Ref. [7] .
We start with a smooth compact complex projective surface S and a divisor D ⊂ S with associated In particular, this lemma implies that the divisor In particular, the last lemma shows that the divisor
satisfies h 0 (S, O S (D)) = h 0 (S, O S (D)). (Here, θ is the Heaviside function which has been included in the sum in order to ensure that only irreducible curves C i with D · C i < 0 contribute.) This is precisely the statement we wanted to prove.
